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Cooper Moore, AIAS, NOMA, Assoc. AIA, GRP, Past PresidentCooper Moore, AIAS, NOMA, Assoc. AIA, GRP, Past President
American Institute of Architecture StudentsAmerican Institute of Architecture Students
1735 New York Ave NW, Washington, DC 200061735 New York Ave NW, Washington, DC 20006

Dear Cooper Moore, AIAS, NOMA, Assoc. AIA, GRP Past President,Dear Cooper Moore, AIAS, NOMA, Assoc. AIA, GRP Past President, 
 
I would first like to thank you, current Vice President Julia Andor, Northeast Quad 
Director, Jordan Luther, and my fellow AIAS peers for inspiring me to take my 
involvement in AIAS a step further. Never would I have imagined that I’d be vying 
for this opportunity. Your words of encouragement and exemplar leadership and 
friendship are what helped pushed me and, for that, I’m extremely grateful. My hope 
is that I will inspire those around me to go after all their endeavors and maximize 
their potential as well.

That being said, I’d like to formally introduce myself. My name is Brianna Alexander 
and I am currently a graduate student in the Masters of Architecture program at 
Howard University. I have been a faithful member of AIAS since my first year and 
have severed twice on my chapter’s executive board as the Public Relatios Chair in 
2021 and as President in 2022. I have loved every minute of serving my community, 
inspiring the architecture field’s future leaders, and pushing for further connection 
between our school, the surrounding chapters, and the national team. I’ve witnessed 
the exponential growth of our program’s student population during my time and 
have taken advantage of it by reintroducing and expanding the chapter. I did so by 
continuosly advocating for the three principles that I stand by and that make AIAS 
uniqe (Leadership, Design, and Service) and by being the person others could always 
count on.  

I firmly believe my journey through AIAS has led me down this path. I’ve seen 
first hand the impact that consistency, commitment, and strong leadership can 
do for the betterment of a chapter and a student body. I am hopeful that with my 
experience and love for this organization,  I will be an asset in taking the organization 
to new heights. This is why I would humbly like to declare my candidacy for role of 
Northeast Quad DirectorNortheast Quad Director of the 2024-25 school year.  

Warm regards,

Brianna Alexander
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BRIANNABRIANNA      ALEXANDERALEXANDER
ARCHITECTURE DESIGN STUDENTARCHITECTURE DESIGN STUDENT

CONTACT

 301.456.6190

 BRIANNA.ALEXANDER  
 @bison.howard.edu

 BRIANNA.ALEXANDER07
 @gmail.com

 BRIANNA.ALEXANDER

 

TECHNICAL SKILLS

REVIT

AUTOCAD

RHINO

ADOBE PROGRAMS

PHOTOGRAPHY

SKETCHING & DRAWING

EDUCATION

20242024   MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE       
 Howard University, Washington, DC

20232023    BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN STUDIES
 Howard University, Washington, DC

LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE 

AIAS SPECIAL GOVERNANCE TASK FORCEAIAS SPECIAL GOVERNANCE TASK FORCE
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
Looking into the goverance structure of the organization and suggesting ways to 
resolve some existing issues in the way that the AIAS currently functions. 

AIAS HOWARD UNIVERSITY AIAS HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
PRESIDENT
2022-23
Leadership, coordination, represesntation, and communication. Guided the e-board, 
organized events, encouraged membership intake and renewal, and served as 
a liaison between the organization, the broader academic community, and the 
national team.

PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIR
2021-22 
Managed chapter appearances on all social platforms and relations between 
the chapter and broader academic community. Created graphics to boost our 
appearance and impact on socials and the architecture community.

ZETA PHI CHAPTER OF ALPHA PHI OMEGA, NATIONAL SERVICE FRATERNITYZETA PHI CHAPTER OF ALPHA PHI OMEGA, NATIONAL SERVICE FRATERNITY
VICE PRESIDENT OF SERVICE
2022-23
Organized all community service opportunities for the chapter and coordinated 
with the university and partners on various service projects. Built relationships with 
various service organizations. Created all service promotional graphics.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK (HUASB)HOWARD UNIVERSITY ALTERNATIVE SPRING BREAK (HUASB)
SITE COORDINATOR
2021-22
Organized, coordinated, and successfully executed a week-long community service 
iniative where I led 25 students down to New Orleans to participate in various service 
projects around the city during our spring break. 

ARCHITECTURE WORK EXPERIENCE

INTRENSHIP AT LPA DESIGN STUDIOSINTRENSHIP AT LPA DESIGN STUDIOS 
May 2022 - Aug 2022 & Jun 2023 - Aug 2023
San Diego, CA 
Enhanced my graphic skills on BIM programming.
Gained first hand experience in LEED documentation. 
Worked alongside project mangers and coordinators to gain experience in project 
analysis, coordination and documentation through code analysis, feasibility studies 
and programming.

OTHER INVOLVEMENT

2022- present Girl Scouts Junior Troop  
  Leader
 
2021-2022 NOMAS Professional  
  Development Program 
  Cohort

www.linkedin.com/in/
brianna-alexander-aias

WASHINGTON, DC

BABA

0202
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Subject: AIAS Northeast Region Quad Director candidacy of Brianna Alexander

Dear Cooper Moore AIAS, NOMA, Assoc. AIAAIAS, NOMA, Assoc. AIA, GRP Past President,

I have the pleasure of writing a letter in support of the candidacy of Ms. Brianna Alexander 
for the Northeast Regional Quad Director. I have worked alongside her on the Howard 
University AIAS Chapter Executive Board for the past two years. I consider it a pleasure that 
I have been able to work alongside such a hard-working and driven individual. She has set 
an example for many students in the architecture department, including myself, for far more 
than just her academic skillset. Her conscientious work ethic is evident in her many campus 
involvements, various leadership positions and engagements. 

Working alongside her as she served as chapter president in 2022, I witnessed her 
commitment to uplifting the chapter at our university, with the goal to increase the 
organizations impact and presence. She has played an immense role in building the 
foundation to a community that is now constantly growing. Her passion for service was 
evident, in not only the events and initiatives she instituted through AIAS, but how she 
constantly strives to be a helping hand to her peers and the many underclassmen that 
follow. 

I am exceedingly confident that she is not only fit, but destined to be an exceptional leader 
in any endeavor that she chooses to pursue. I wholeheartedly recommend Ms. Brianna 
Alexander for the 2024 Northeast Regional Quad Director.

Sincerely yours,

Chase Knox, AIAS         
  

Howard University ’24         
       

2023 AIAS Chapter President
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1. We all love the AIAS for different reasons, but it takes a critical and constructive analysis of the 1. We all love the AIAS for different reasons, but it takes a critical and constructive analysis of the 
institutions we appreciate most to continue to evolve them into entities that can support each new institutions we appreciate most to continue to evolve them into entities that can support each new 
generation of membership. Why are you running for a position on the AIAS Board of Directors? generation of membership. Why are you running for a position on the AIAS Board of Directors? 
What about the organization and its membership motivates you to seek a leadership position?What about the organization and its membership motivates you to seek a leadership position?

Having been a member and then serving on my school’s executive board, it’s taught me a lot about Having been a member and then serving on my school’s executive board, it’s taught me a lot about 
myself as a leader; a good leader needs to know how to communicate, motivate, and listen. Also myself as a leader; a good leader needs to know how to communicate, motivate, and listen. Also 
through AIAS, I learned the value of mentorship, connections and friendship. Without fail I know through AIAS, I learned the value of mentorship, connections and friendship. Without fail I know 
that I’ve made long-term friends out of the amazing people I met in this organization. I would  love that I’ve made long-term friends out of the amazing people I met in this organization. I would  love 
to share my knowledge and give my support to the upcoming generation. I know by serving on the to share my knowledge and give my support to the upcoming generation. I know by serving on the 
Board of Directors, I will be able to that and so much more. Board of Directors, I will be able to that and so much more. 

From what I know about my school’s chapter, Howard hasn’t always been involved with the From what I know about my school’s chapter, Howard hasn’t always been involved with the 
organization on a national level. It’s unfortunate because we have always been a unique program organization on a national level. It’s unfortunate because we have always been a unique program 
and, historically, have produced the most black architects in the country. Knowing this motivates and, historically, have produced the most black architects in the country. Knowing this motivates 
me even more to not only represent Howard but, to further connect our school with the countless me even more to not only represent Howard but, to further connect our school with the countless 
others that we don’t usually interact so, in turn, we exchange knowledge, insite, and further our others that we don’t usually interact so, in turn, we exchange knowledge, insite, and further our 
professional connections. I speak of Howard but, I know that we aren’t the only chapters that professional connections. I speak of Howard but, I know that we aren’t the only chapters that 
have somewhat isolated ourselves for various reasons over the years. Whether this be from lack of have somewhat isolated ourselves for various reasons over the years. Whether this be from lack of 
resources, rention, or size, I would like to our members to understand that they have the backing of resources, rention, or size, I would like to our members to understand that they have the backing of 
the national team and their regional peers to be their advocates, their listening ear, collaborators, the national team and their regional peers to be their advocates, their listening ear, collaborators, 
and friend whenever necessary.and friend whenever necessary.

2. Though it may be hard to believe, the AIAS is not perfect. A critical analysis of any organization is 2. Though it may be hard to believe, the AIAS is not perfect. A critical analysis of any organization is 
a healthy part of its operation. There may be things that you feel the AIAS could do better, or maybe a healthy part of its operation. There may be things that you feel the AIAS could do better, or maybe 
you see new opportunities or partners to engage. Where do you see room for improvement or new you see new opportunities or partners to engage. Where do you see room for improvement or new 
areas for the organization to expand into?areas for the organization to expand into?

This is something I’ve thought a lot about because it was questions that myself, the executive board This is something I’ve thought a lot about because it was questions that myself, the executive board 
of my school’s chapter, and our members discussed profussively. One of the issues we talked about of my school’s chapter, and our members discussed profussively. One of the issues we talked about 
were benefits and incentives to membership. Everyone is required to pay dues to nationals as well were benefits and incentives to membership. Everyone is required to pay dues to nationals as well 
as chapter fee’s ( amount varies on the school) and understandibly so. However, there are only a as chapter fee’s ( amount varies on the school) and understandibly so. However, there are only a 
few things you receive in return and that’s a free subscription to the CRIT Journal and newsletter. few things you receive in return and that’s a free subscription to the CRIT Journal and newsletter. 
It would nice if upon joining, you are given something tangible. For example, a certificate of It would nice if upon joining, you are given something tangible. For example, a certificate of 
membership, a membership card, a t-shirt, or if so inclined, all three. I will say I’m fully aware that membership, a membership card, a t-shirt, or if so inclined, all three. I will say I’m fully aware that 
some chapters do this already but, for those chapters who struggle with membership rention some chapters do this already but, for those chapters who struggle with membership rention 
(as Howard has in the past) and inadequate funding from their schools, this would help so much; (as Howard has in the past) and inadequate funding from their schools, this would help so much; 
members signing up for the first time would feel special and it would give even more of an incentive members signing up for the first time would feel special and it would give even more of an incentive 
to join, for smaller chapters especially.to join, for smaller chapters especially.

Another issue that was talked about amongst myself and my executive board was lack of Another issue that was talked about amongst myself and my executive board was lack of 
organization to our chapter’s membership roster through AIAS National and receiving our chapter organization to our chapter’s membership roster through AIAS National and receiving our chapter 
dues. To this day I am unsure why it’s such a hassle to receive a tracking sheet of some sort with an dues. To this day I am unsure why it’s such a hassle to receive a tracking sheet of some sort with an 
updated chapter membership roster. I think one way to resolve this is by having a separate chapter updated chapter membership roster. I think one way to resolve this is by having a separate chapter 
login on the website that is only accessible to national and updated chapter executive boards. login on the website that is only accessible to national and updated chapter executive boards. 
On this separate channel, chapters would have access to a membership roster that automatically On this separate channel, chapters would have access to a membership roster that automatically 
updates member information once they sign up or renew. This will also make communication updates member information once they sign up or renew. This will also make communication 
between the board of directors and chapters easier when it’s time to contact good and not good between the board of directors and chapters easier when it’s time to contact good and not good 
standing (this will also help chapters know if they’re in good standing or not and hold themselves standing (this will also help chapters know if they’re in good standing or not and hold themselves 
accountable). In addition, this channel will also be a way to track and access finances from chapter accountable). In addition, this channel will also be a way to track and access finances from chapter 
dues and bulk membership, and a chapter forum that gives information on the happenings of their dues and bulk membership, and a chapter forum that gives information on the happenings of their 
specific quad, nationally and internationally, contact information for the board of directors, chapter specific quad, nationally and internationally, contact information for the board of directors, chapter 
presidents, and possibly local NOMA and AIA professional chapters aswell. presidents, and possibly local NOMA and AIA professional chapters aswell. 
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Lastly, another thing AIAS could work on is the student to professional pipeline.  What this could Lastly, another thing AIAS could work on is the student to professional pipeline.  What this could 
entail is partnering with firms and the local profesional organization chapters (relative to the chapter entail is partnering with firms and the local profesional organization chapters (relative to the chapter 
and quad region) to have a professional development program (free for members and a charge for and quad region) to have a professional development program (free for members and a charge for 
non-members) -- NOMAS has a similar program for HBCU architecture students and it works! Again, non-members) -- NOMAS has a similar program for HBCU architecture students and it works! Again, 
I will say I’m aware some chapters have great programs set in place that assist with this but, there I will say I’m aware some chapters have great programs set in place that assist with this but, there 
should be no reason that every chapter doesn’t have one and through the aissistance of AIAS.should be no reason that every chapter doesn’t have one and through the aissistance of AIAS.

3. In recent years, the AIAS has increased its efforts in advocacy for architecture students on issues 3. In recent years, the AIAS has increased its efforts in advocacy for architecture students on issues 
including but not limited to health and wellness, equity, student loan debt, Learning & Teaching including but not limited to health and wellness, equity, student loan debt, Learning & Teaching 
Culture, practice experience, leadership, and technology. What one issue do you personally find Culture, practice experience, leadership, and technology. What one issue do you personally find 
the most important? How would you make progress on this issue as an elected leader on the AIAS the most important? How would you make progress on this issue as an elected leader on the AIAS 
National Board of Directors?National Board of Directors?

Personally, I find the school to licensure pipeline an issue that is most important. Unsure which Personally, I find the school to licensure pipeline an issue that is most important. Unsure which 
one of  these that issue would fall into because it has a place within each of them. Licensure is a one of  these that issue would fall into because it has a place within each of them. Licensure is a 
health and wellness, equity, student loan debt, learning and teaching culture, practice experience, health and wellness, equity, student loan debt, learning and teaching culture, practice experience, 
leadership, and technology issue. Unless your school has the resources, advocates, or the new iPal leadership, and technology issue. Unless your school has the resources, advocates, or the new iPal 
program, it’s harder for students to imagine a possibilty of licensure happening for them. As far a I’ve program, it’s harder for students to imagine a possibilty of licensure happening for them. As far a I’ve 
heard from students and professionals alike, fewer people are wanting to pursue it out of financial heard from students and professionals alike, fewer people are wanting to pursue it out of financial 
obligations, necessary experience, lack of motivation, undesireability, and the time commitment. obligations, necessary experience, lack of motivation, undesireability, and the time commitment. 
Ensuring that students are being motivated, especially being a member of AIAS, to pursue licensure Ensuring that students are being motivated, especially being a member of AIAS, to pursue licensure 
and other credentials. How I, as an elected leader on the Board of Directors, would what to work and other credentials. How I, as an elected leader on the Board of Directors, would what to work 
to address this is by partnering with NCARB, ASCA, LEED, Well Building, etc, to grant members to address this is by partnering with NCARB, ASCA, LEED, Well Building, etc, to grant members 
a reduced price or free access to training and testing materials, workshops tailored to students, a reduced price or free access to training and testing materials, workshops tailored to students, 
and discounts on conferences. This is especially needed for students who don’t have the financial and discounts on conferences. This is especially needed for students who don’t have the financial 
capabilities to access these resources. I will say that I’m aware of the student reduced price of capabilities to access these resources. I will say that I’m aware of the student reduced price of 
some exams but, as students, we are responsible for other expenses throughout our schooling and some exams but, as students, we are responsible for other expenses throughout our schooling and 
afterwards; for most it’s an unnecessary burden to bare. Also, as an organization that is tied to the afterwards; for most it’s an unnecessary burden to bare. Also, as an organization that is tied to the 
largest professional equivalent (AIA), our goal should always be to assist in paving a pathway in that largest professional equivalent (AIA), our goal should always be to assist in paving a pathway in that 
direction for our members who truly want to get there but can’t by themselves. direction for our members who truly want to get there but can’t by themselves. 

4. The AIAS has over 250 chapters across the U.S. and around the world, ranging in size, age range, 4. The AIAS has over 250 chapters across the U.S. and around the world, ranging in size, age range, 
and even purpose. How would you use your position on the Board to better connect and engage our and even purpose. How would you use your position on the Board to better connect and engage our 
geographically and culturally diverse membership? What resources would you propose to better geographically and culturally diverse membership? What resources would you propose to better 
serve Chapter leaders seeking to grow their chapters and connect to other students around the serve Chapter leaders seeking to grow their chapters and connect to other students around the 
world?world?

An idea I pitched before about there being an AIAS membership forum amongst chapter leadership An idea I pitched before about there being an AIAS membership forum amongst chapter leadership 
boards, could be applied to regular members as well. I believe we can take full advantage of the boards, could be applied to regular members as well. I believe we can take full advantage of the 
AIAS website and socials (I would even go as far as pitching an AIAS app that acts as an information AIAS website and socials (I would even go as far as pitching an AIAS app that acts as an information 
hub and social connector with all of those options available). I say this because as a member, I felt hub and social connector with all of those options available). I say this because as a member, I felt 
that I would only go on the website to pay membership dues, and catch additional information I that I would only go on the website to pay membership dues, and catch additional information I 
needed that the instagram didn’t provide but, directed me to and there’s so much more that could needed that the instagram didn’t provide but, directed me to and there’s so much more that could 
be offered. be offered. 

Another idea I would pitch is having an “Architecture Around the World” day, like Leadership Day Another idea I would pitch is having an “Architecture Around the World” day, like Leadership Day 
before Grassroots and Council of Presidents and held virtually. This program would talk about the before Grassroots and Council of Presidents and held virtually. This program would talk about the 
architecture school culture in various parts of the world, the architectural typologies that differ, architecture school culture in various parts of the world, the architectural typologies that differ, 
share the professional work experience of that region from professionals themselves, and talk about share the professional work experience of that region from professionals themselves, and talk about 
internship opportunities that are offered. This would give chapters a great opportunity to connect internship opportunities that are offered. This would give chapters a great opportunity to connect 
with the national and international chapters and hear more from the international members we with the national and international chapters and hear more from the international members we 
don’t always get to interact with. don’t always get to interact with. 
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5. Describe how you intend to fulfill the roles and responsibilities of your chosen position on the 5. Describe how you intend to fulfill the roles and responsibilities of your chosen position on the 
Board. Elaborate on your intended communication/action plan and the primary goals you have for Board. Elaborate on your intended communication/action plan and the primary goals you have for 
your one-year term.your one-year term.

I intend to fulfill my given responsibilities through several means that I hope will have a significant I intend to fulfill my given responsibilities through several means that I hope will have a significant 
impact on the future and current members and, ideally, the organization as a whole. The values I impact on the future and current members and, ideally, the organization as a whole. The values I 
want to serve my term by are as follows: want to serve my term by are as follows: Transparency and accessibilityTransparency and accessibility, , connectivityconnectivity, and , and serviceservice..

I would like to serve my term on a basis of transparency and accessibility. Being as though I’d be the I would like to serve my term on a basis of transparency and accessibility. Being as though I’d be the 
representative for the Northeast Quad on the Board of Directors, I inherently have to be transparent representative for the Northeast Quad on the Board of Directors, I inherently have to be transparent 
with the members about national updates because I serve as a connector bridge. To that, I would with the members about national updates because I serve as a connector bridge. To that, I would 
like to the work with the Board of Directors about the possibility of giving the chapters access to like to the work with the Board of Directors about the possibility of giving the chapters access to 
their chapter specific information that we, as national representatives, have access to. I would their chapter specific information that we, as national representatives, have access to. I would 
like to let the chapters know that all they have to do is ask (at least for the time being) and have like to let the chapters know that all they have to do is ask (at least for the time being) and have 
that be a constant reminder at the beginning of each term. I specifically brought this up because I that be a constant reminder at the beginning of each term. I specifically brought this up because I 
found it be too much of a hassle to get that information and it made tracking our members even found it be too much of a hassle to get that information and it made tracking our members even 
more difficult not having confirmed numbers. This also ties into the bigger goal I would like to work more difficult not having confirmed numbers. This also ties into the bigger goal I would like to work 
towards that I mentioned in an earlier ressponse, and that is, making a separate “Chapter Executive towards that I mentioned in an earlier ressponse, and that is, making a separate “Chapter Executive 
Board” channel on the website so chapters can have access to all of their information.Board” channel on the website so chapters can have access to all of their information.

The next value that goes hand-in-hand with accessibility, is connectivity. What connectivity would The next value that goes hand-in-hand with accessibility, is connectivity. What connectivity would 
entail is creating opportunities (other than NEQ), for chapters, ideally ones local to each other, to entail is creating opportunities (other than NEQ), for chapters, ideally ones local to each other, to 
get together for bonding events, firm crawls, and professional panels throughout the year. This get together for bonding events, firm crawls, and professional panels throughout the year. This 
would be heavily encouraged by me during my term and any assistance on my front would be would be heavily encouraged by me during my term and any assistance on my front would be 
given.  Two other ideas that I believe would be nice to implement is all, if not most, of the NEQ given.  Two other ideas that I believe would be nice to implement is all, if not most, of the NEQ 
chapters came together for a virtual chapter-wide activity night (i.e game night, movie night, sip chapters came together for a virtual chapter-wide activity night (i.e game night, movie night, sip 
N paint, etc.) at least once during the term (ideally before or after the NEQ Conference) to further N paint, etc.) at least once during the term (ideally before or after the NEQ Conference) to further 
connections regionally. I feel that the only chance we do get to interact is at NEQ Conference or connections regionally. I feel that the only chance we do get to interact is at NEQ Conference or 
via Quad Hangouts and it’s typically only the executive boards and representatives of the school. via Quad Hangouts and it’s typically only the executive boards and representatives of the school. 
Having more chapter-wide, virtual, events that involve everyone will insure everyone is given an Having more chapter-wide, virtual, events that involve everyone will insure everyone is given an 
opportunity to participate regardless of circumstances that may be a burdensome. opportunity to participate regardless of circumstances that may be a burdensome. 

Lastly, I would like to heavily advocate for my service project iniatives that  give students the Lastly, I would like to heavily advocate for my service project iniatives that  give students the 
opportunity to give back to their communities, develop a sense of place-making, and feel good opportunity to give back to their communities, develop a sense of place-making, and feel good 
knowning that the work they do might have a direct impact on someone’s life in a positive way knowning that the work they do might have a direct impact on someone’s life in a positive way 
before getting that experience in a professional setting. Service is one of the principles of our before getting that experience in a professional setting. Service is one of the principles of our 
organization but sometimes I feel it only applies to people within our own organization. I would organization but sometimes I feel it only applies to people within our own organization. I would 
be amiss, however, to not mention that our largest service initiative is Freedom By Design and be amiss, however, to not mention that our largest service initiative is Freedom By Design and 
when seen through is quite impactful. However, I definitely think it should be pushed more and when seen through is quite impactful. However, I definitely think it should be pushed more and 
walked through better. It’s quite confusing and daunting to start especially if a chapter has never walked through better. It’s quite confusing and daunting to start especially if a chapter has never 
participated in it. I think having walk-through sessions and designated mentors per region/ per participated in it. I think having walk-through sessions and designated mentors per region/ per 
chapter (especially if there isn’t a Freedom By Design mentor at the school), would be greatly chapter (especially if there isn’t a Freedom By Design mentor at the school), would be greatly 
beneficial and allow more chapter the opportunity to acutally participate and make a difference.beneficial and allow more chapter the opportunity to acutally participate and make a difference.
As future architects and designers, every decision we make has an impact on something or someone As future architects and designers, every decision we make has an impact on something or someone 
else. Students being reminded of that in a tangible manner will only benefit the world in the long else. Students being reminded of that in a tangible manner will only benefit the world in the long 
run. I consider myself a life-long servant leader so I’d pitch an AIAS Day/Week of Service and work run. I consider myself a life-long servant leader so I’d pitch an AIAS Day/Week of Service and work 
towards implementing that, starting in the Northeast Quad. I invision the work being done having a towards implementing that, starting in the Northeast Quad. I invision the work being done having a 
design, sustainable, or humanitarian element. design, sustainable, or humanitarian element. 

I know this would be alot but, if I could implement at least one of these initatives, I truly think it I know this would be alot but, if I could implement at least one of these initatives, I truly think it 
would have a substantially positive impact on the organization for years to come. would have a substantially positive impact on the organization for years to come. 
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